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Noise and frequency chirping in external-cavity semiconductor
lasers
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The noise spectra and frequency chirping of semiconductor lasers in the presence of arbitrary amounts of optical
feedback are analyzed. Short external cavities with strong optical feedback are found to reduce the noise dramati-
cally in semiconductor lasers, especially in the high-frequency regime. Frequency chirping is shown to be closely
related to the nonlinear gain effect.

Coherent light-wave transmission and high-bit-rate
single-mode fiber communication systems require sta-
ble lasers with narrow linewidths. External-cavity
semiconductor lasers are a feasible means of meeting
this requirement. The intensity and phase-noise
power spectral densities of semiconductor lasers in the
presence of weak optical feedback have been studied
by Spano et al.1 However, recent experimental and
theoretical research indicates that strong external-
cavity optical feedback is preferred. 2 4 Tkach and
Chraplyvy experimentally distinguished the various
operating reigmes according to the level of feedback in
long external-cavity lasers.4 In the strong-feedback
regime (regime V in Ref. 4) the laser operates stably
with narrower linewidths for all phases of the feed-
back. The linewidth dependence for and dynamic
stability of semiconductor lasers with weak and strong
optical feedback are known.5' 6 However, a unified
study of the intensity and phase-noise spectra and
frequency chirping in lasers with arbitrary amounts of
optical feedback has not been developed. This Letter
presents a theoretical derivation of simple formulas
that describe these effects. This analysis also incor-
porates the effect of nonlinear gain. We show that
short external cavities with strong optical feedback
dramatically reduce the intensity and phase noises,
especially in the high-frequency regime, and that non-
linear gain has a significant impact on frequency
chirping but not on the Lorentzian linewidth.

The external-cavity semiconductor laser investigat-
ed here is a three-mirror-cavity model (Fig. 1). By
taking into account multiple random reflections in the
external cavity, the rate equations of semiconductor
lasers in the presence of arbitrary amounts of optical
feedback are 3

N(t) = -GI(t) _ N(t) + M(t) + FN(t),
7.

(3)

where I(t) is the number of photons, N(t) is the num-
ber of minority carriers, G is the gain coefficient, AG is
the net gain coefficient, 4n(t) is the optical phase
noise, Q and wo are the optical frequency with and
without feedback, respectively, a is the linewidth en-
hancement factor, and F,(t) (x = I, X, N) represent the
Langevin noises. r = noLic and ri = ni/c are the
round-trip time delays in the passive and active cavi-
ties, respectively, R, is the rate of spontaneous emis-
sion, re is the electron lifetime, M(t) is the injection
current, and
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Here r2 is the amplitude reflectivity of the diode facet
facing the external cavity and R3 is the effective ampli-
tude reflectivity, including coupling loss, of the exter-
nal mirror.

Equations (1)-(3) are now linearized, and thus lim-
ited to the case of relatively short external-cavity la-
sers. Linearized versions of 1(t), N(t), and M(t) in

(1 + Z-H2) 1(t) =
F 2 2,r . 1

I(t) A^G + T-~Hl- + P2+ (t) (

+ R, + FI(t), (1)

(1 + T H2 n(t) = (Q2 - wo) + 2 AG--P 1

+ 2 (t) +Ft2(t),
+2-riIT(t-),U2

0

(2)
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Fig. 1. Three-mirror-cavity
semiconductor lasers.

model for external-cavity
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Fig. 2. Noise power spectrum of the external-cavity semi-
conductor laser for various feedback levels, with nl = 0.9
mm, n0L = 9 mm, and 0 = 2400. (a) Phase-noise spectrum,
(b) intensity-noise spectrum. Curves 1, no feedback; curves
2, weak feedback with R3 = 0.01 and r 2 = 0.565; curves 3,
strong feedback with R3 = 0.4 and r2 = 0.2.

terms of small deviations around their equilibrium
values are written as

I(t) = Io + bI(t), N(t) = No + 3N(t),

1/ell- is the damping time associated with relaxation
oscillation. UI(iw), 0.(iw), WNiw), m(iw), FA~W),
Fo(iw), and FN(iw) are the Fourier transforms of trun-
cated functions corresponding to 51(t), 0.(t), 6N(t),
m(t), FI(t), F,t(t), and FN(t), respectively. Following
standard treatment (see Ref. 1), the power spectral
densities for the intensity and phase noises SI(iw) and
So,(iw), respectively, can be directly obtained:

= R 1(2Io + 1)1A2 2A3312

1 Y1 2

+ 1A1 2 A 3 3 12 /2Io + IA 1 2A 2 3 - AI 3A 2 2 12

- 2 Re[A22A33(A1 2A23 -A3A22)*]},

S,(iw) = Iy (2 io + 1)1A23A31

- A 21 A 3 3 12 + 1A1 1 A 3 3 - A 1 3 A 31 12 /2Io

+ IA 13A 21 - A 1lA 231 - 2 Re[(A23A31

- A2 1A3 3 )(A1 3A 21 -A1A23)*]},

(7)

(8)

where Y = AnA22A33 - A12 (A21A33 - A23A31) -

A13 A22A31 . For weak feedback and a negligible non-
linear gain effect, Eqs. (7) and (8) reduce to the results
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M(t) = Mo + m(t).

G is now expressed as

G = rA(N-Ne)( -al),

where r is the optical confinement factor, A is the
differential gain, and a is the gain saturation factor.
In single-frequency semiconductor lasers a specifies
the spectral hole-burning effect. After Fourier trans-
formation, we have

LA
1

A21

A3 l

A 1 2 A13 WI(iw) lF FI(iw)

A 2 2 A 23 k On(iw) = FOU(iw)

A 3 2 A 3 3 _L N~iw)j _FNUiW) + m(iw)/e_

(6)

where Anl = iw [1 + (r/ri)H2] - aGoIo + Rj/Io, A12 =

iw2IorP 2/-ri, A13 = -rAo, A21 = iw[-(rP2 /2-rjIo)], A22
= iw[l + (T1/i)H2], A23 = -(a/2)rA, A31 = rA[(No -
Ne)(1 - aIo) - a(No - Ne)], A 3 2 = 0, A33 = iw + y, Go =
rA(No - Ne)(l - aIo), and y-1 = [rA(1 - aI)Io +
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Fig. 3. CPR versus the feedback phase for various feedback
levels. (a) ni = 0.9 mm and n0L = 9 mm; curve 1, R3 = 0.1

and r 2 = 0.565; curve 2, R3 = 0.3 and r 2 = 0.565; curve 3,
strong feedback with R3 = 0.5 and r2 = 0.1. (b) nl = 0.9 mm
and n0L = 10 cm; curve 1, R3 = 0.01 and r2 = 0.565; curve 2,
R3 = 0.3 and r2 = 0.565; curve 3, strong feedback with R3 =

0.5 and r 2 = 0.1.
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in Ref. 1 [Eq. (8)]. However, a short external cavity
with strong optical feedback can dramatically reduce
the phase and intensity noises, as shown in Fig. 2
(curves 3). We define the strong-feedback regime as
regime V in Ref. 4. This regime corresponds to the
condition that [1 + (T/T) (H2 - aP2 )] > 0 for all values
of phase feedback. We have stated3'7 that the theoret-
ical result quantitatively agrees with the experiment
in Ref. 4. The Lorentzian linewidth of the external-
cavity semiconductor laser can be expressed as

So (0) =
R, a2[21 + 1 + (erA) 2 ] + 2IO(ey + 1)2

0 {E7(1 + -H 2 ) ± [ + [ (H2 - aP2)]2

where e = [a + RA/(GoIo2 )]/rA. Equation (9) is identi-
cal to the result in Refs. 3 and 5, if the nonlinear gain
effect is ignored. Quantitatively, e is so small that it
can often be omitted.

The chirp-reduction characteristic of the external-
cavity semiconductor laser can also be studied by us-
ing Eq. (6). The chirp-to-modulated power ratio
(CPR) is defined as

CPR = Af(iw)/A1(iw),

where eif(iw) = iw0,(iw)/27r is the frequency deviation.
Neglecting the Langevin noise terms in Eq. (6), we get

CPR = 1 + H,) + -- P] + ce(aGJ0o + R,1/I0)[( Ti 2)Ti ( 0 S/O

47rI{1 + T (H2 --aP2 )]

(10)

The nonlinear gain effect cannot be omitted in Eq.
(10). The CPR reduction ratio due to external optical
feedback is shown in Fig. 3 for various feedback
strengths and external-cavity lengths. The parame-
ters in Figs. (2) and (3) are optical gain Go = 5.8 X 1011,
linewidth enhancement factor a = 5.3, photon number
Io = 3.1 X 104, gain saturation factor a = 1.58 X 10-8,
and spontaneous emission rate R, = 1.5 X 1012. In Fig.
3 the modulation frequency f = 1 GHz.

In conclusion, we have investigated noise and fre-
quency chirping effects in semiconductor lasers in the
presence of arbitrary amounts of external optical feed-
back. The most striking feature of this analysis is that
the short external cavities with strong optical feed-
back can dramatically reduce phase and intensity
noise, especially in the high-frequency regime. The
nonlinear gain effect was shown to play an important
role in frequency chirping, but it does not significantly
affect the Lorentzian linewidth.
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